Green Event Guide

Think green early in the planning process.

Location



Is it accessible by alternative transportation: walking, bike,
carpooling, public transit?



LEED buildings: Leadership in Efficiency and Environmental
Design.



What time of day? If during the daytime, is there a location that
is brightly lit and environmentally comfortable to avoid the use
of lights, fans, or AC?

Advertising

 Utilize electronic media for publicizing the event.
 Offer electronic registration.
 Provide information about alternative transportation options on your
electronic invitations.
 Use flyers sparsely and post in areas where people tend to congregate.
 Design signs and decorations that you can use at your next event (ie without
the date).
 Avoid decorations that are not readily reusable, recyclable, or compostable,
or that contain toxic materials. An example of a decoration to avoid: balloons.

Handouts and giveaways

 Avoid mass distribution of printed materials. Consider making your
materials or presentation available electronically or posted on a website
post-event.
 If you must print handouts, use post-consumer recycled paper and print
them double-sided with minimal margins.
 Avoid lamination, unless you can reuse the material.
 Provide and later collect reusable name badges.
 Consider the environmental impact of freebies and their packaging.
 Give items that are usable, such as canvas bags, sporks, reusable coffee
cups, environmentally designed pens, buttons, bicycle bells, seeds
 Give products with recycled content

Food and Presentation

 Use rsvps or registration to assist in forecasting a head count. Forecasting will
help avoid food waste.
 Use washable tableware, cups, utensils, and linens. If not possible, use certified
compostable. Tip: Avoid any products that say “biodegradable,” look for the
certified compostable label.
 Buy in bulk to reduce packaging and cost. Avoid individually wrapped food
products. Remove packaging prior to serving and place in correct bin.
 If ordering your own food, try to maximize the use of local, seasonal, and
organic food. Try to support local businesses. Try for as little packaging as
possible. Choose fair trade beverages such as coffee and tea.
 If ordering from a caterer: outline what type of containers (no Styrofoam!);
seek caterers that maximize the use of local, seasonal and organic; and if
possible support a local business or non-profit. Ie. A student once had her
event catered by the Youth Uprising catering program.

Food and Presentation

 Include in advertising and provide incentives for attendees to bring
reusable mugs, utensils, etc. The first time with be rocky, but once people
understand the program future years will go more smoothly.
 Avoid bottled water. A huge hit at Mills has been water served in large jugs
with a little bit of fruit/vegetable in it, such as strawberries, lemon,
cucumber, or oranges. Serve in reusable or compostable paper cups, if
possible.

Recycling, Compost, Landfill



Maximize the amount of compostable and recyclable materials in the event.
Avoid plastic. Super avoid Styrofoam.



Advertise that you are working towards Zero Waste.



Develop a plan for what and how materials will be collected.



Set-up or request resource recovery stations. Typically, a Bon Appetit event
that uses mostly compostables will use 3 compost bins to every 1 recycling bin
and 1 landfill bin. Large events that include organizations tabling on the
meadow tend to need 3-4 compost bins, 2 recycling bins, and 1 landfill bin. It is
important to only have 1 landfill bin. Request that reusable signage arrive with
the bins (Facilities has them).



Train or hire bin monitors. They will help direct the materials into the correct
bin, training the whole campus in the process. The best bin monitors have an
incentive such as pay/tickets to event/cool giveaway (vs being volunteer).



Make an announcement during the break reminding people to recycle and
educating about where the standard materials go.



Ensure that bins are placed in a set and not separated. Avoid stand-alone bins.



Ensure that reusable decorations are stored or donated rather than landfilled.
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Document your success and share that information.
Thank your guests for their contributions.

